
HIGH-POWERED  
ROAD-FOCUSED 
BEAM: 
The Blinder has two wide beam optics combined 
with two narrow beam optics to build a beam 
pattern with good distance visibility combined 
with an increased spread of light from the wide 
beam optics. 

STRIKING FUNCTIONAL 
DESIGN: 
The new Blinder’s manufacture is a first for Knog as it is constructed 
from a single piece of industrial-grade aluminium using CNC machining. 
Constructing the light using this method makes for an unbelievably 
strong product that is both lightweight and impervious to corrosion. 

Functional design elements include:

•  Dual-function side body vents, which allow dual mounting options  
 and help regulate the battery temperature 

•  CNC machined chassis cooling fins, which help prevent the head unit  
 from overheating 

MULTIPLE MOUNTING 
OPTIONS: 
The Blinder range is designed to be able to be mounted in 
multiple different locations above & below the handlebars to 
best suit the individual rider’s handlebar set-up. 

In addition to the flexible mount that the light is supplied 
with, the new Blinder’s also have mounts available that allow 
the lights to be used in conjunction with Go-Pro’s and other 
handlebar mounted accessories. 

UNBODIED CNC 
CONSTRUCTION: 
The new Blinder’s manufacture is a first for Knog as it is constructed 
from a single piece of industrial grade aluminium using CNC machining. 
Constructing the light using this method makes for an unbelievably strong 
product that is also lightweight and is also impervious to corrosion. 

A final level of protection is achieved by anodising the aluminium body 
resulting in an unparalleled durable finish that reinforces its natural ability 
to withstand the elements and that cannot flake, peel or blister.

INTELLIGENT SILICONE 
BUTTON: 
This large, easy-to-operate button allows the rider to select one of 
the seven available modes easily.

The button also features a LED ring that glows green whilst the 
light is charging and turns off when the light has achieved full 
charge capacity. No need to guess when you’re light requires a 
recharge with a convenient LED that lights up red when your light 
dips below 10% remaining charge. 

ADDITIONAL SIDE 
SAFETY: 
An additional safety feature on the Blinder range is 
the addition of a side window that allows light to show 
from each side, which greatly helps provide additional 
side visibility. 

100%  
WATERPROOF: 
With an IP67 rating, Blinder’s can be 
summered in 1 meter of water for 30 
minutes and still come out shining. 

USB C 
RECHARGEABLE: 
As with all Knog products, there is a 
need to worry about single-use batteries. 
Blinder features an advanced Lipo 
rechargeable battery that provides 
outstanding performance, and recharge 
is achieved simply by plugging into any 
USB C port.

RUNTIMES* 

COMPETITION 

MODE HOURS

STEADY HIGH 2.5 HRS

STEADY MEDIUM 4 HRS

STEADY LOW 20 HRS

PULSE FLASH 8 HRS

STROBE FLASH 12 HRS

ECO FLASH 170 HRS

Blinder 600
FRONT: 600 L 

The all-new Blinder front bike light range has been designed to raise the bar by which all serious commuter and road cyclist’s bike lights are measured. 
Combining robust CNC construction, compact design, perfect beam angles, powerful light output, and multiple mounting options, the new Blinder range is inevitably set to 
become a much-loved classic Knog product. 

LEZYNE   

•  Significantly shorter  
 runtime on full power 

*Indicative runtimes only, final runtimes figures to be confirmed 

MOUNTING

LONGITUDINAL  
POSITIONING LOCK

MOUNT RAIL  
HOOKS

ROTATION  
ADJUSTMENT

ADJUSTABLE SILICONE 
STRAP ACCOMODATES 
22.2 - 35MM HANDLE-
BAR DIAMETERS

MOUNT PRE-LOAD  
ADJUSTMENT FOR 
SECURE FIT

AERO  
HANDLEBAR 
MOUNT MOUNT  

RAIL HOOKS

GOPRO MOUNT



FRONT: 600 L 

Blinder 600
POSPACKAGING
Digital POS available in a 21 pack.100% Recycled Form-moulded paper pulp packaging. Protects the lights  

whilst also allowing customer to see & touch product.
Static Option B 11 pcs Static Option C 9pcs



FRONT: 600 L 

Blinder 600
MOUNTING
Multiple mounting options are available for the Blinder range in order to  
suit every individual rider requirements and the busiest of cockpits. 


